
    RG3 welcomes you to its network of authorized
re-sellers and is dedicated to providing innovative
suspension related products and services which
radically improve your customer’s off-road and 
sport bike motorcycle’s chassis and suspension
performance.

            With a international ad campaign and the 
exposure from several Pro Race Teams such as
OTSFF/Rockstar Suzuki, Factory Suzuki Off Road 
Race Team, and Freestyle Riders Travis Pastrana and
Brian Deegan the exposure for our products and 
services allow you to tap into the strength of our brand.

    We are dedicated to supporting you and helping
raise your sales goals.  With this in mind, we areraise your sales goals.  With this in mind, we are
able to provide a variety of promotional items
including such things as counter displays and
floor displays, promotional fliers, stickers,
decals, web banners, and promotional e-mails to
send out to your customers.  We are open to any
ideas or suggestions along this line from you and
look forward to building a stronglook forward to building a strong
relationship.

Sincerely,

Rob Henricksen
President, Research Group Three



If your shop does not offer custom suspension tuning services
you could be loosing a serious amount of service and parts
revenue.  Properly set-up suspension may be the most important
part of what makes riding fun.  Unfortunately, stock suspension
comes with generic suspension settings and spring rates but 
one setting does not fit all.

Now through RG3’s Dealer Suspension Program, you couldNow through RG3’s Dealer Suspension Program, you could
service your customers with custom tuned  suspension by one of
the biggest names in performance suspension.  The result is a 
set-up that is specifically  geared to that individual rider’s
weight, skill level, and type of riding that he/she does.

Here’s how you do it:

1. You promote custom suspension tuning/revalve service to
your customers - (we will help you with promotional fliers, your customers - (we will help you with promotional fliers, 
web graphics, etc.)

2. You charge your customers for what service they require.
(not including wear parts or fluid plus shipping).

3. Ship (or drop off) your customer’s suspension to RG3.  

4. We do the service and ship it back to you, or drop ship
to your customer direct as agreed and bill you at a 
dealer discount.dealer discount.

Suspension Service



Web Banners

We at RG3 take pride in our products, from our award winning
Triple Clamps to our Smart Valves.  We make sure everything is
up to snuff and only produce a product if it will improve on an
exisiting platform.

RG3 triple clamps utilize a unique, patented 
four post system that, unlike any other 
clamp on the market, provides all the 
advantages of a rubber-mounted system 
without the disadvantages. Rubber mount 
points stabilize the bar clamps while 
absorbing shock and vibration that would absorbing shock and vibration that would 
otherwise be transmitted to the rider's hands.

The RG3 linkage is fast becoming one of our
most popular items as it is designed to
remedy the problems of the stock linkage 
set-up you get with your bike. By calming 
down the leverage ratio of the overly-
progressive stock setup, the RG3 linkage 
handles commonly found problems in handles commonly found problems in 
acceleration chop and breaking bumps.

At low speed, the Smart Valve gives a controlled 
flow of fluid which handles the vagueness often 
felt at this speed. On the other hand, at high speed, 
fluid flow is often choked which gives a spikey 
feel to your ride. The Smart 
Valve is able to provide 
enough fluid flow at high enough fluid flow at high 
speed to handle the spikey feel.

(714) 630-0786
www.rg3suspension.com

Products



We also offer web site support
such as RG3 Product CDs, online
catalogs, and much more.

Web Banners

Fliers

As a dealer of RG3 we seek to
ensure that you have everything
you need to promote RG3’s
products and provide the best
products & services to your riders.

We will provide you with customized
fliers that will have your shop’s
logo and address.  Send us your
high resolution logo 
(300 dpi) or eps/vector file.

You can also choose banners
that will be customized with
your logo to display on your
shops website.

The idea is to support
you by helping you
create demand for our
products and services.

Custom Promo Package






